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A smaller bound for the length of sequences of consecutive nonresidues, 
namely 
dp + (3/4) x&p’/4 + 2, 
is shown by purely elementary methods to hold for all primes p. 
Consider the distribution of residues and nonresidues for any prime p. 
Let 1 be the maximum number of consecutive quadratic residues or 
quadratic nonresidues. It follows from a paper of G. Polya [l] that 
1 = O(G log p). Vinogradov [2] in 1919, showed that there exists at 
least one quadratic nonresidue in each set of 3[dj] - 1 consecutive 
integers modp. . 
In 1932, A. Brauer [3] published a sharper result. Namely, let k be any 
integer and p a prime with p = l(k). If I is the length of the greatest 
sequence in any one of the k classes of k-th power residues or nonresidues 
then I< 1/G + 2. The proofs given in this paper are purely elementary 
and hold for all primes p. 
In 1957, D. A. Burgess [4], utilizing deep analytic methods, proved that 
for p sufficiently large the maximum number I of consecutive quadratic 
residues or nonresidues satisfies 1 = o(p*+“) for every positive 8. 
It follows immediately from the aforementioned paper of A. Brauer 
that if p is any prime other than a prime of the form p = l(24) that the 
maximum number I of consecutive quadratic residues or nonresidues 
satisfies the inequality I < w’$ + (3/4) fi fi + 2; a sharper result 
than the earlier quoted result I < G + 2 for p 3 61. This follows 
from the remark on Ref. [4, p. 401 that I < [di] forp = 3(4) and from 
Ref. [4, p. 44, Theorem 41. 
In the present paper the author shows that if p = 1(24), the maximum 
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number I,, of consecutive quadratic nonresidues satisfies the inequality 
I,, < v$, thus obtaining the sharper elementary result, 
for every prime p. Unfortunately, the author is not prepared to make 
any statement concerning the maximum number of consecutive quadratic 
residues. 
CONSECUTIVE QUADRATIC NONRESIDUES FOR p = l(24) 
THEOREM. Let 1, be the maximum number of consecutive quadratic 
nonresidues for any primep satisfyingp = l(24). Then I, < 4. 
Proof. We have p - (2X + 1)2 = O(8) since (2X + 1)2 = l(8), 
x = I, 2, ... . Hence, all integers of the form p - (2h + 1)2 are divisible 
by 8. Further, integers of the form (p - (2X + 1)2)/2 and 3(p - (2h + l)“)/S 
are quadratic residues since for p = l(24) 2, 3, and 8 are quadratic 
residues. 
Let m be the least odd integer such that 
2m 3 dp f 3. (1) 
Then (p - m2)/2 < (p - (1/p + 3/2)2)/2 = 3(p - 1)/8, and hence 
m - 2 is the greatest odd integer such that (p - (m - 2)2)/2 > 3(p - 1)/8. 
Now 
(p - (m - 2)2)/2 - 3(p - I)/8 
< cp - (dpT/2 - 2)2)/2 - 3(p - 1)/8 = V’P + 3 - 2. (2) 
Therefore, the number of quadratic nonresidues in the interval 
[3(p - 1)/S, (p - (m - 2)2)/2], being at least one less than the difference 
between the end points of the interval, cannot exceed t/p + 3 - 3. 
Furthermore, 1, < I- - 3 in the interval [(p - (m - 2)2)/2, 
(p - 1)/2] since the maximum distance between quadratic residues of 
the form (p - (2X + 1)9/2 in this interval clearly is the distance between 
(p - (m - 4)2)/2 and (p - (m - 2)2)/2, which is 2m - 6, and 
2m - 6 < z/p + 3 - 2. Consequently, I, < l/p + 3 - 3 < t/j in the 
interval [3(p - 1)/8, (p - 1)/2]. 
Now let iz be the least odd integer such that 
2/3n > V57Z. 
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Then 3(p - n2)/8 < 3(p - (p + 2)/3)/8 = (p - 1)/4, and hence it - 2 
is the greatest odd integer such that 3(p - (n - 2)2)/8 > (p - 1)/4. Now 
3(p - (n - 2)3/8 - (P - I)/4 
< 3(p - (d(p + 2)/3 - 2)2)/8 - (P - I)/4 = (-\/” dp + 2 - 3)/2. 
(4) 
Hence, the number of quadratic nonresidues in the interval [(p - 1)/4, 
3(p - (n - 2)2/8] cannot exceed (& dp + 2 - 5)/2. Furthermore, 
I,, < (6 z/p + 2 - 5)/2 in the interval [3(p - (n - 2)2)/8, 3(p - 1)/8] 
since the maximum distance between quadratic residues of the form 
3(p - (2h + 1)2)/8 in this interval clearly is the distance between 
3(p - (n - 4)2)/8 and 3(p - (n - 2)2)/8, which is (3n - 9)/2, and 
(3n - 9)/2 < (~6 dp + 2 - 3)/2. Consequently, 
in the interval [(p - 1)/4, 3(p - 1)/8]. 
Now subdivide the interval (1, (p - 1)/4) by the quadratic residues 
12, 22, 32 )...) u2, where a2 is the largest square satisfying a2 < (p - 1)/4. 
Let d be the maximum distance between residues of the form stated. 
Clearly, in the interval (1, (p - 1)/4), we have d d (a + 1)” - a2 = 2u + 1. 
But u2 < (p - I)/4 which implies that 2u + 1 < 1/p - 1 + 1. Thus 
the number of consecutive quadratic nonresidues in the interval 
(1, (p - 1)/4), being at least one less than d, cannot exceed z/p - 1, 
i.e., 1, < z/p - 1 < V$ in this interval. 
Therefore I, < V$ in the interval (1, (p - 1)/2). For p = 1(24), p - r 
is a quadratic residue if I is a quadratic residue. Hence, we need only 
consider sequences of consecutive nonresidues less than p/2. This con- 
cludes the argument. 
It is clear that for primes satisfying p = l( 120) and p = 49( 120) a 
finer net of quadratic residues may be obtained by considering residues 
of the forms p - 5(p - (2h + l)“)/S, p - 3(p - (2h + 1)2)/4, and 
(p - (2h + 1)2)/8. In a similar manner to the above, one is able to obtain 
a somewhat stronger result than I, < fi for these primes. 
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